9-29-1962

Mrs. Rose O'Neill Geaney to Governor Barnett, 29 September 1962

Rose O'Neill Geaney
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SY NE282 PD 3 EXTRA = NEW YORK NY 2(9 418P EDT:

=GOVERNOR BARNETT=

=OXFORD MISS=

=SIR MY HAT IS OFF TO YOU FOR STICKING TO YOUR
CONVICTIONS I AM WITH YOU ALL THE WAY VERY SINCERELY=

MRS ROSE ONEILL GEANEY 4672 BROADWAY NYC.

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
SVC
NYK
418P SY NE282 GOVERNOR BARNETT SGD MRS ROSE ONEILL GEANEY 4672 BROADWAY
NYC ADSEE IMI JACKSON MISS SHALL WE FWD
OXFORD MISS 29
VHB
NSA110 SYA273

SY NB027 SVC=OXFORD MISS:  1962 SEP 29 PM 11 54

=SVC NS OXA063 29 YES FWD ON TO JACKSON MISS AND CK

US FWDG CHGS OUR SY NE282 418P EDT GOVERNOR BARNETT

SGD MRS ROSE ONEILL GEANEY 4672 BWAY CK US FWDG CHGS=

SVC NYK 30.  

FUR YR SY NE282 418P EDT GOVERNOR BARNETT SGD MRS ROSE ONEILL
GEANEY WE FWD JACKSON MISS CK YOU 1.70 FWDG CHGS

OXFORD MISS 29